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FUTURE PULSED MAGNETIC FIELD APPLICATIONS IN

DYNAHIC HIGH PRESSURE RESEARCH

C. H. Fowler ●nd R. S. Calrd

LOS AIMIOS Scientific Laboratory, Los Alarms, NH 87545

●nd

R. S. Hawke ●nd T. J. Burgess

Lawrence Llvermre Laboratory, Livermore, CA 94550

INTRODUCTION

The generation of large pressures by magnetic fields to obtain equation

of state information is of falr]y recent origin. “Magnetic fields usad [n

compression experiments rise gradually, and therefore produce an almost

isentropic sample caupression. High pres~ure state points well off the

shock Hugoniot can be produced, particularly for “soft” materiais, and

the data obtained can thus comlement t’hat obtained from shock-wave

techniques.

Axial magnetic field compression is first discussed together with a

few of the results obtained to date, chosen to show both advantages and

imitations cf the method. Hagnetic coinpressian with azimuthai fields is

then considered. Aithough there are severai potential pitfalls, the pos-

sibilities are encouraging for obtaining very large pressures, as well as

for carrying out smali sceie experiments with modest facilities.

improved diagnostic techniques are next considered. An x-ray “streaking

Cmerall is proposed for volume measurements and a nmre detailed discussion

is given on the use of the shift of the ruby fluorescence lines for pressure

measurements. in the iast section some additional flux compression mag-

netic fieid sources are discussed briefly.

Figure

magnetic fie

COMPRESSION BY AXiAL MAGNETiC FiELDS

sbs schematically a system for compressing sampies by axial

ds. The sampie under test is placed within a good electrical
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conducting slcovc su~’h ●S copper ●nd u;ually stoppered ●t both ends by

nonconducting plu$l~. Ths ●s%wbly is then placed inside a magnetic field
●

colt togetiw with D IIwnatic field meesuring probe. As the field builds

.W in the coil, the sleeve excludes the field ●nd pressure is therefore

awrtad upon it with consequent casptession”of the sample. The sample

volume ●t one \nstant of ~ression 1s determined 5y flash x-radiography
●

●ither down the cylindrical ●xis or, with ● sufficiently intense beam, ●t

right angies to the ●xis. in ● field coii such ●s sh~n, where thewter

conductor is fixed, 8 compiete time record of the magnetic field is ebtainad

from the probe. A nunbarof hydrodynamic calculations hav8 baon made with

simulated equations of state for samples being compressed by time varying

pressures derived from experimental magnetic field curves, The results

show that after a few sound transit times across the sample, the sampie

pressure and density becana fairly isotropic and that the pressure is

within a few percent of that exerted by the magnetic field. The caicuiatlons

aiso show that the samples are compressed aimost isentropically, These

features then allow acquisition of high pressure equation of state data.

Volume Is measured directly, pres ure is obtained from the magnetic fieid,

~nd the state path is an isentrope. With a system iike that shown on

Fig. i, driven by external explosive fiux compressors capable of producing

fieids of about 250T (25 GPa), Fowler et ai. [i] have reported data on solid

deuterium up to (6.s GPa, 0.7i t .10 gr/cm3). Lack of x-ray

preciuded measurements at hig+er pressure owing to ncreased

ation from the large compression suffered by the deuterium.

beam intensity

beam attenu-

It is difficult to generate magnetic fieids greater than 2$0 Twith

fixed-wa}i coils over experimental volumes sufficient for these kinds of

measurements.
[2,3]

Hawke and his coworkers, who were the first to report
.
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data of this type, employ cylindrical explosive flux compression

techniques. In this case the thick walled outer coi) of Fig. 1 Is

replaced by a thin+alled cylinder, or liner, which 1s surrounded by

● ring

in the

of the

magnet i

charge of explosive. After an initial magnetic field is induced

liner the explosive churge is detonated, followed by compression

liner with a consequent increase of the magnetic field. Very large

c fields and pressures earl be obtained this way (> 1000 T, hOO GPa).

These authors report, for example, compression of Iucite by a factor of “

nearly five at a pressure of 450 * 150 GPu. This compression, approximately

isentropic, can be compared to an estimated compression of about 3 under

a single shock to 450 CPa. in implosion geometries of this kind, it is

not possible to monitor the magnetic field to high values, because the

imploding liner destroys the probe before peak fields are reached. The

sample pressure is therefore determined indirectly from calculations based

upon the compression observed in the liner. (Also determined from the flash

radiograph). This accounts for the large uncertainty in the estimated

pressure.

COMPRESSION BY AZIMUTHAL FIELDS

S. J. Bless[4], in a significant paper, was

report on azimuthai magnetic field compression.

bank (96 kJ peak energy) he was able to generate

appare~tly the first

Using a modest capac

sample pressures est

as high as 30 GPa. He also demonstrated the utiiity of the technique

to

to r

mated

for

“reccvel y- ‘: experiments, in which some recovered materials were found to

have ‘mdergone structural changes after compression.

Figure 2 shows an arrangement in which the magnetic compression fieids

are azimuthai. Power is suppi ied synunetrically to the system and the

current, shown by the arrows, flows radially through the base plate, then



through the swla sleeve ●nd raturns thr~h the outar heavy cylinder’.

The cylindrical saplc under Invcstlgatlon Is ●ssmad to be ● noncon-
.

ductor. To slmpllfy the ●nalysls, tlm thickness ●d mass of the sleovo

●ro Imrad, ●nd currp~ts ●re ●smmad to flow on the Inner radius of

the wtor cyllnder, which Is sssti not to vary. Then the value of the

qn.tic field ●cting upon the s~la, the megnetlc pressure it generates,

●nd the Inductance of the compresslan syst~ may be written

L’ = (IJM21r)ti (R/r) (3)

We consider two types of power sources: ● capacitor bank and ●n

exploslve flux compression generator for which circuit schematics are
.,

drawn in Fig. 3. An explosive fiux canpression generator [5-81
unsists

basically of a cavity defined by surrounding metel wnductors, sane or

all of which may be overlaid with explosives. After an initlai magnetic

flux is intr~duced in the cavity, the explosives are detonated, forceably

reducing the inductance of the generator in a prescribed fashion. If

the generator is part of a completely conducting system, the magnetic

flux in the system /s conserved.

The circuit equations for the tti cases are:

d_.
dt [

(LG + + L’) 11 o

(4)

(5)

Equation (4), after multiplication by i, yields an energy relation.’

while Eq. (5) can be integrated directly. The solutions are written only
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for tim caso of MXISW compassion. These correspond In the first case

to m chargo loft in the -pacltors, ●nd in the second, to r.ductlon of

tits generator Inductance to zero.

T
1/2 (2.+ L8)12 + 1/2 j ~ 12dt =q~/2C+ 1/2 LO102

o

(20+ L’)1 = (LW+L)I 00

(6)

(7)

The Integral of Eq. (6) represents work done on the sample. The

lni~isl energy in the clrcult then finally ~.ppears as this work ●nd ●s

enertiy stored In the final circuit Inductance. Although tit apparent,

work term is Implicitly contained In Eq. (7).

When the smple equation of state along the isentrope 1s known the

equations can be solved. To get some Idea of the maximum compressions

predicted we use the follcwlng very approximate form for the equation

of state that leads to relatively simple solutions to the equations.

both

pvy - povo~

Substitution

solutions

whw = a

Subscripts I and 2

or ,rY-l = ,oroY-l (8)

of Eq. (8) into Eqs. (6 arid 7) leads to Eq. (9) for

(9)

for w and a, given in the notation section pertain

the

respectively to the capacitor powered and the flux compression powered

solutions. Initial parameters for a problem are embodied in both the

values of w and a, and the solutions for w yield the values of the max-

imum compression ratios, ro/r. .

Once the maximum compression ratio is known, other parameters are

easily determined: the volume follows inmnediately; the pressure and
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●nd current from Eqs. (8) ; the final coaxial Inductance f- Eq. (3)

wb~ch, with the source Inductance, ●llows calculatlonof the final stored

~natlc energy; ●nd fln.ally the wrk done on the $Qle, which with

Eq. (8) reduces to

u= POVO [v#Oy-’ - IJ/(y-1) (lo)

A n-r of Solutlas ●rc given In Tmblo I for both capacitor bank

and exploslve flux ~resslon generator pater sources. The first five

COILNW give Inltlal mndltlons, which Includ?: y ; Inltlai s~le pressure;

Which prescribes the Inltlal current; ●nd the total initial energy In the

gystm. For the capacitor bank solutions, the Initial energy ●ssigned to

the bank Is the total energy less that In Lo, the lnltial circuit induc-

tance. For the flux compressor solutlons, the remaining initial ●nergy

Is ●ssigned to the

The last five

VOIW compression

generator, thus speclf-;lng its Inltlal Inductance.

columns of the table give at maximun cunpresslon the

ratio, pressure, final current, work done on the sample

and ●nergy stored in the residual circuit inductance. Several conclusions

can be noted from the data: the bulk of the energy delivered appears In

●

the inductance, seldom more than a few

wrk on the sample; softer materials (

somewhat higher pressures; larger init

compression.

percent appearing as compression

cxwer y) compress more and at

al system energy results in greater

Clearly the extreme values given in the table are not realistic.

Expansion of the outer wall radius can be significant for both power system,

and more real lstic sanple equations of state,

pressures, should be used. Allowance for the

of the sleeve could be imWrtant, particularly

particularly at the lwer

mass and compression energy

for the capacitor bank sources,
/

since their available energy is fixed. The most significant questions,

hewever, deal with the stability ml current carrying capacity of the



s~lo Sloovao It Is probabl. that parts

to be In ● PIa8~ state when th megnatlc

savoral hundred Gl%’s [91 ● Whether or not

of unacceptable raslstlvlty d ring such ●

7

of the sleeve would have

pressures get as large ●s

the sleeves pase through regions

transition can, ●t present,

only be ●stablished experimentally. E. M. Salml has suggested using ●

“O). Z-pInch plasmas, of whichcesl- plasma to carry large currants

this

will

*,

ated

muld be ●n QIe, ●re notoriously unstable, ●nd this question

also have to be exuulned.

We feel, however, that pressures of !00 GPa cm probably be obtained

and that eventually several hundred GPa pressures could be gener-

with some exIstlng capacitor banks, and perhaps nmre easily with

small exploslve flux compression generators [W under development.

DIAGNOSTICS

The most important need In future megnetlc canpression measurements

Is to make the measurement of pressure and volume continuously throughout

the canpression. We first discuss br?efly the feasibility of a strmking

x-ray system for continuous volume measurement, but devote the bulk

of this section to a study of the feasibility of using ruby fluorescence

for continuous sample pressure measurements.

The technology needed to make continuous measurements of sample

boundaries is possible by use of an x-ray pulse that is longer than the

compression time, a scintillator, a low-light-level image intensifier,

and a streaking camera.
[11]

Fig. 4 shows the schematic layout of such

a system. The particular x-ray source needed would depend on the materials

used in

Ing the

tudinal

the experiment, method of compression (amount of material surround-

experiment to be penetrated), and whether a transverse or longi-

measurement is to be made. Plastic scintillators have short enough
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fluorcscenco d- times (~ 2-3 nsec.) ●nd ●cceptable x-ray to visible

Ilght conversion cfficiencye Several c~rcial image intensifiers

havo ●lready bean used to ~llfy scintillation @nverted photons. The

streaking zrs can be the conventional rotating mirror and film &YiM

or the electronic type if necassary. It therefore appears that such ●

systm Is within the state of the ●rt.

A n-r of papers descr!be the ●pplication of ruby fluorescence

wavelength shift to the measurement of pressure in static press experiments.

Bamett, Block ●nd Piermarini
[12]

provide ● detailed discussionof their

teehnlque ●s well ●s the comparative merits of many materials ●s optical

fluorescwce pressure sensors. Mao ●nd Bell[13r extend the use of this

method to ●bout 1 megabar. Upon application of pressure, the wavelength

of each conponent of the fluorescence doublet of ruby shifts with a

coefficient

Also, spectrai line-broadening and wavelength shif~ occur with temperature

rise, causing the RI an~ R2 fluorescence lines to merge at a temperature

of about 490°K. These effects degrade the accuracy of the pressure

measurement. However, the consequences should be minimal when applied

to magnetic flux driven, isentropic compression experiments due to the

small increase of temperature with pressure.

Estimation of the Fluorescence intsnsity

The coupied, noni,near differential equations which describe the

energy level population dynamics and photon transport in ruby must be
b

solved by numerical methods using a computer. We can, however, obtain

reasonably close estimates of the fluorescence photon flux rate and the

excited state population density by assuming that
[14]
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1) equlllbrla conditions prevail for the Iovol populations.

2) stinulstod -Isslon 1$ not sl$hif icant.
@

Thcso #r. good ●ss~tlons for the case of ● continuous w source. In

this ●pproxlmstlon, the fluorescence photon flux r~te Is:

‘o & -3
‘2 - ;-

(11)

(12)

Here, Tf is the excited state fluorescence lifetime, Up the w rate

froa the ground state to the excited state, ●nd no the density of

chromium Ions.

Calculation of Optical Amp Rate

Consider a parallel beam of light incident upon an optically thin

ruby crystal. Let P. be the optical power in the beam (Watts) and v
P

the center frequency of the pump light (sec. “) . Then the flux rate of

pump photons is

@p=& E!EsE!E
P

sec.
(13)

where h is Planck’s constant. if up is the absorption cross-section of

the pum~ :ransition (cm2) and A is the ‘ystal area normal to the pump

beam (cm2), then the pump rate is given by: [151

. 0; UR

w -1
P A;

sec

Example Calculation

Consider a cylindrical crystal of laser ruby (0.05% Cr3+:

illuminated by a 5 Watt, multi line, cw argon-ion laser through

(14)

A1203)

an end
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fat@, w!th ● ~lsrlzatlon parall~l to the c-axis of the crystml, Let

the t~raturo of the

*rm.

wa’ shall 9ssuma ●

The total fluoroscenc*

by Eq. (II) multiplied

crystsl be 7flK so that the fluomscmco I Ine Is

wystsl dlrnwr II - 0.1 cm ●d Iongth ~ = 0.1 cm.

flux rate produced by this ruby cyllndor Is given

by the volume of the ruby, I.e.,

(15)

Let ti’m C~St(it OCCUPY the focal region of ● lens of diameter D ●nd

focal length f. Neglecting internal reflections, these photcms are

radiated through 4 w-steradians. Thus the fraction captured by the lens

(16)

whereF_~ is the coca] ratio, or f-number, of the lens, The total

flux through the lens is therefore

~“- 7.85.X 10-4 32 - 4.9x 10-5 ~ “P!Qs!a
16 (17)

Tff2
~fF2 ‘ sec.

The corresponding intensity is obtained u~n multiplication of this by

the photon energ, at the fluorescence wavelength (hv = 2.86 x 10-19

J
— at 6943A“)
photon

-5 ‘2
I = 2.86 x 10-19 x 4.9x 10 ~=

TfF

A typical 5 Watt, cw laser-radiates

‘2
1.4 X10-23 X-7;+

TfF
(18)

its power in 9 lines in the wave-

length region between 5145A0 and 4545 A“. Comparing tnis with a plot



of puq) bsnd ●bsofptlon Cr08S-soctlm vs wavolcngth, [16]
If and

$; can bo fwnd. Then, up can be evslwtod for each line, using Eqs.

(13) ●nd

ylslding

w
P

04) . The pump rate is tha s- of the spectrt! contrlbutlont,

tho result

- 50 s-c-’

For 0.05% ruby, the chromi- ion density is: [17] n -
0

1.6X 1019 cm-3

●d ●t & temperature of 7pK, the fluorescence lifetime is: Tf w 4.3 x 10-3

sec. Therefore, from Eq. (12), we calculate the excited state population

18
density: n2 w 2.83 x 10 CIS-3. Substituting these values of n2 ●nd

Tf into Eq. (18), wa obtain

i - .2$2 ~ ,0-3;

An identical

change.

This va

into account

J
K.

calculation for room temperature conditions shows little

ue of the f uorescence ntensity should be derated to take

reflection osses, siit !osses, and filter factors. A

value would bemore representative

3X10-3 ; J
i=——

F2 sec.

if we record the time-changing spectrum using a rotating mirror streaking

camera behind a grating spectrometer, assume a system effective f-number

of F=IO, and a record time of lo ks, the energy delivered to the

emulsion is

E = 3 X 10-3 x ]o-5 = 3x 10-’OJ
1C)2

which must be distributed over an emulsion area of many square cm.
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Kodak Spectroscopic Analysis Film No. 1 is sensitive to the ruby

fluorescence wavelet~gth region. & t’ypical valus of the en~rgy per unit

area required to provide a density of 0.6 is

E’ =2XI0 ‘g J$an2

Comparing E“and Et we see

punp power (obtained, for

fluorescence intensity is

system f-number of 10, which

that even with substantial increases in optical

example, from a pulsed argon-ion laser), the ,

ginal. These figures are predicted on a

is very optimistic.
.

However, the intensity s more than adequate for use with electronic

image converter streaking cameras because these provide a system gain of

i03 to 104. Therefore, the shift of fluorescence wavelength is a very

feasible time-resolved pressure measurement method for use with magnet!c

compression experiments.

OTHER FLUX COMPRESSION SYSTEMS

The device of Fig. 2 requires a heavy-walled outer cylinder to

offset radial expansion. This system can, however, be adapted t.o explosive

cylindrical flux compression. Here, ttie outer conductor wall would be

reduced to a thickness just sufficient to withstand the forczs produced

on it by the init~a} magnetic field. This conductor would be overlaid

by a ring charge of high explosive, initiated at such time as to start

compression at peak system

so that the implosion also

Calculations with a sample

similar to those of Eq. (9). This system has some advantages not possessed

flux. Mechanical provisions are easily mede

shorts the coaxial assembly at the inpul end.

polytropic equation of state lead to results

by the externally driven system, but sample recovery is clearly not

possible.
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It is Occasionally suggested that a 2 or 3 stage gas gun be

used to accelerate a projectile with a metal disc on the face, which

in turn can be used to compress a magnetic flux to a high field intensity.

Table ii sunsnarizes the present and near future state-of-the-art

possibilities for flying metal” piates of various metals, thicknesses

and diameters.
[?8]

Figure 5 ,shows a side view of a flying plate flux compressicm device.

There are 3 basic factors which limit the maximum field attainable in

such a configuration. The first limit is the available kinatic energy

in the frying plate reduced by losses caused by resistive heating in the

metal and subsequent magnetic diffusion loss. By comparison with previous

cylindrical impiosion efficiencies, th~t limit on the first two projectiles

in the table (Ta and Cu) are approximately 8 MG. The second limiting

factor is the ratio of the iritial to final area of fiux entrapment.

If there were no coii expansion, the limit in the geometry of Fig. 1

wouid also be approximately 8 MG. The third and most important limitation

is ti.at the coil melts, vaporizes, expands and axially jets as the fieid

exceeds about i or 2 HG. Past experiments where a capacitor bank was

used to energize a coil in a few microseconds have never exceeded

approximately 3-4 MG due to the abovementioned problems.
[6,7,19] The

sms Ilmitatlon has been found when high

compress flux into a coil,
[20]

and would

with gas gun accelerated flying plates.

explosives have been ased to

also be expected



Y ‘ Po(GPa) ‘
—

9

.5

7

9

II

5

7.

9
11

9

9

9

9

5

7

9
11

.01

.1

.1

.1

.1

.I

.1

.1

.1

.1

.25

.5

●5

●5

.5

.5

.5

10(ICA)

125

396

396

396

396

396

396

396

396

3%

627

886

886

886

886

886

886

TABLE I*

CAPACITOR BANK POWER SOURCE

Eo(kJ) Lo(nH) vo/v
-—

100

100

100

100

I 00

1000

1000

1000

I 000

2.511

3.447“

2. 32r

1.899

1.677

5.963

3.366

2.510

2.099

P (GPa)

.

I (HA) W(kJ)

.

EH(kJ)

39*7
48.7

36.7

32.1

29.5

754

489

395

348

4.97

4.71

4.98

5.15

5.26

14.I

15.I

15.7

16.1

MAGNETIC FLUX COt4PRESS10N GENERATOM POWERSOURCE

100 1267 3.498 784o 59*3

100 503 2.818 2800 39.5

50 121 2.012

25 58 1.731

100 249 5.230

100 249 3.133

100 249 2.395

I 00 249 2.028

271 14.5

70 8.0

960 24.2

480 27.2

290 29.1

200 30.4

3.1

5.5

4.1

3.3

2.8

50

38

31

26.

440

195

26

7.7

147

124

106

93

96.9

*

95.4

96.7

97.2

950

. 962

969.

974

I5000

63OO

780

324

3000

3100

330CI

3400

.L

“ For al, iolutions, R = 0.8 cm, r. = 0.5 cm, A = 2 cmand Lo = 4.12 nH

.



TABLE ! I

Number
Stages Mets 1

2

2

2

2

2
.,

3

Ta

Cu

Ta

Cu

Al

Ta

Projectile
Diameter

~

“5

5

2.5

2.’5

2.5

2,5

Projecti Ie
Thickness

~

2

2

2

2

3

.25

I

Maximum
Velocity

M

$

5

7

7.5

7.5

10

Kinetic
Energy

L

815

440

400

250

110

100

●

.
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‘G.

L’

E.

Lo =

r,

A

R

q, c

P

v

Y

B,

‘1

al

‘2

a2

NOTATION*

free space permeability

current

Inductance of

Inductance of

flux ccnnpression generator

compression assembly

circuit source inductance

‘j.’o+ go

sample radius

sample length

outer radius of sample a~sembly

charge and capacitance

pressure on sample

,

volume of sample

polytropic exponent in isentrope of sample

4r(y-1) Lo/vA

(ro/r)2(Y-1) exp ( 91+ 1)

(1 + 61)[1 + (6, qo2/2C)/(1 + f31)(l/2 Loio2) lexp (6 I + 1)

(ro/r~-l @XP [21T(Y-1 ) Lo/vA]

(y-l) (R/ro) ‘y-’) ‘O/L& x (LGO + Lo)/L~ kn (R/ro)

*
Unless otherwise stated MKS units are used throughout, and initial

values of variables are indicated by subscript zero.
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FIGURE CAPTIONS

Fig. 1. Axial magnetic flel.d compression sYst~*.

F!g. 2. Azimuthal field compression system, cylindrically synsnetrlc
about the center line. .

Fig. 3. Schematic circuits for powering magnetic compression devices with
a) capacitor bank ●nd b) explosive flux compression 98n8ratOr.

Fig. 4. X-ray streaking camera schematic layout.

Fig. s. Side view of gas gun flying plate fl~x compression device.
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